Device Equivalence Evaluation Form
Comparison of the Citizen CH‐452 with the Citizen CH‐432B
Devices

Citizen CH‐452

Citizen CH‐432B

Pictures

Display

Validation
Device 1 Criteria

ESH
Buttons/Switches
Measurement Records

Memory

10

Display/Symbols/Indicators
Post Measurement

Average 3A

11, 13, 14

Measurement Records

Memory recall number

11

Algorithms
Averages and Differences

Last 3 measurements mean
Same Criteria

13

Measurement

Measurement

Accuracy

BP accuracy ± 3 mmHg
Pulse accuracy ± 5%

Accuracy

BP accuracy ± 3 mmHg
Pulse accuracy ± 5%

1, 5
1, 5

Method

Oscillometric measurement method
BP 0 mmHg ‐ 280 mmHg
Pulse 40 bpm ‐180 bpm

Method

Oscillometric measurement method
BP 0 mmHg ‐ 280 mmHg
Pulse 40 bpm ‐180 bpm

1, 5
1, 5, 7, 8
1, 5, 8

Inflation
®

1, 5
1, 5, 7, 8
1, 5, 8

Inflation
®
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Devices

Citizen CH‐452
Manually adjustable inflation pressure

Citizen CH‐432B
7

Deflation

Automatic Deflation
Automatic safety release valve

8
8

Cuffs

Single (Arm circ. 22 to 32 cm)

Power

11

SBP, DBP alternating with Pulse
11
Query 1
Measurement error PUL Err, Err 1 to Err 5, --- --- & 280 blink
11
Low battery

11, 17

Display

10
10

Power

Single screen display
Segment LCD

10
10

Power

17

Measurement

Automatic switch‐off when not used for 3 min

17

Measurement

Inflation

Inflation

7
7

Measurement Records

Automatic Inflation based on previous reading Query 2
Press button if BP > 170 mmHg Query 2

7
7

Measurement Records

14

Casing
Power

4 “AA” batteries ~ 1000 measurements alkaline (300 manganese) 17
Device 2 Criteria

During Measurement: BP Level & Heartbeat

Case

Display

Memory: 90 measurements

10

Power

11, 17

Casing

Fully Automatic Inflation Query 2
Press button if BP > 200 mmHg Query 2

On/Off with Start/Stop (Power >>> Start Label)

Post Measurement

SBP, DBP alternating with Pulse
11
Query 1
Measurement error PUL Err, Err 1 to Err 5, --- --- & 280 blink
11

Comparable Criteria

6

Measurement Procedure

11

Post Measurement

Automatic switch‐off when not used for 3 min

Single (Arm circ. 22 to 32 cm)

Display/Symbols/Indicators

Measurement Procedure

Single screen display
Segment LCD

8
8

Power

10

Display/Symbols/Indicators

Low battery

Automatic Deflation
Automatic safety release valve
Buttons/Switches

Power

During Measurement: BP Level & Heartbeat

7

Cuffs

6

Buttons/Switches

On/Off with Start/Stop (Start/Stop Label)

Manually adjustable inflation pressure
Deflation

Memory: 1 measurement

14

Case
Power

4 “AA” batteries ~ 700 measurements alkaline (200 manganese) 17
Display/Symbols/Indicators
Preparation

Previous result displayed on start‐up
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Comments

Comparison of the Citizen CH‐452 with the Citizen CH‐432B

1

Query

In the CH‐452, when pressure exceeds 280 mmHg, a flashing 280 warning appears. This is not described for the CH‐432B. Is
this an extra feature?

Reply

In the CH‐432B also flashing 280 warning appears when pressure exceeds 280.

Comment

Clarification is accepted.

Query

Users of the CH‐452 are requested to pressurise the system manually if their expected BP is above 200 mmHg; users of the
CH‐432B are requested to do so if their expected BP is above 170 mmHg. This suggests different inflation mechanisms or
algorithms. Please explain. If a user who’s SBP was between these values, e.g. 185 mmHg, was to use the CH‐452, would the
result be differently had the used the CH‐432B without realising that they had to press the button to pressurise the system?

Reply

1)

In case of CH‐452
If the person of 185 mmHg (SYS) uses CH‐452, CH‐452 inflates up to about 225 mmHg automatically. After that, CH‐
452 starts blood pressure measurement automatically.
Finally, measured systolic value, which is around 185 mmHg, is displayed on LCD.

2)

2

In case of CH‐432B
When the person of 185 mmHg (SYS) uses CH‐432B without power sw pressed, CH‐432B inflates cuff until 160 mmHg
at first by internal pump. After that, by inflation detector, it is judged whether cuff pressure is enough to measure
blood pressure.
In this case, because CH‐432B recognizes cuff pressure is not enough by inflation detector, cuff inflates automatically
until 200 mmHg by internal pump again.
After that, by inflation detector, CH‐432B judges that cuff pressure is not enough to measure blood pressure. Then CH‐
432B automatically exhausts a compressed air while displaying "Err" which means re‐measurement.
When user pushes power sw again, cuff inflates until 200 mmHg.
Because CH‐432B recognizes cuff pressure is not enough, cuff inflates automatically until 240mmHg by internal pump
again.
After that, by inflation detector, CH‐432B judges that cuff pressure is enough to measure blood pressure.
Then CH‐432B starts measuring blood pressure automatically.
Finally, measured systolic value, which is around 185 mmHg, is displayed on LCD.
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Comments

Comparison of the Citizen CH‐452 with the Citizen CH‐432B
3)

Comparison between CH‐452 and CH‐432B regarding cuff inflation mechanism We know that there is small difference
between CH‐452 and CH‐432B regarding cuff inflation mechanism.
But finally, both of blood pressure monitors reaches to sufficent pressure for accurate blood pressure measurement.
Therefore, blood pressure value measured by both of CH‐432B and CH‐452 is same.

Comment

The explanation is a little unclear, but the following is inferred:
1)

In case of CH‐452
On the first measurement, without the power button pressed, the CH452 will inflate to about 225 mmHg, so it will
detect any BP up to 200 mmHg. If it is above that, it will fail to detect a reading and deflate with Err being displayed.
On the other hand, a user can override the process by keeping a finger on the power button so that it keeps inflating
beyond the checkpoints until it reaches the desired pressure or 280 mmHg.

2)

In case of CH‐432B
On the first measurement, without the power button pressed, the CH452 will inflate to 160 mmHg and start deflating
checking for a pulse. If no pulse is detected after x mmHg, then it will continue to deflate and measure blood pressure.
If a pulse is detected, then, without deflating fully, it will inflate to 200 mmHg and start deflating. This will detect blood
pressures to about 170 mmHg. If it is above that, it will fail to detect a reading and deflate with Err being displayed.
The next time the user presses the power button the CH452 will inflate to 200 mmHg and start deflating checking for a
pulse. If a pulse is detected within y mmHg, then, without deflating fully, it will inflate to 240 mmHg and start
deflating.

2.1

Query

Are the above understandings correct? If so, what are the values for x and y? If not, what is the correct sequence?

Reply

In case of CH‐452
On the first measurement, without the power button pressed, CH‐452 moves full automatic inflation system
which detects pulse during inflation process and stops automatically at estimated systolic value + 40mmHg.
The maximum inflation value by full automatic inflation system is up to 250mmHg. If inflation detecter judges
that 250mmHg is not enough to measure blood pressure, CH‐452 inflates again up to 280mmHg automatically.
For example, if the person of 120 mmHg (SYS) uses CH‐452, CH‐452 inflates up to around 160mmHg
automatically.
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Comments

Comparison of the Citizen CH‐452 with the Citizen CH‐432B
Similarly, if the person of 185 mmHg (SYS) uses CH‐452, CH‐452 inflates up to around 225mmHg automatically.
If the person of 230 mmHg (SYS) uses CH‐452, CH‐452 inflates up to around 250 mmHg automatically. After that,
CH‐452 inflates again up to 280mmHg automatically.
On the other hand, a user can override the process by keeping a finger on the power button so that it keeps
inflating beyond the checkpoints until it reaches the desired pressure or 280 mmHg.
In case of CH‐432B
On the first measurement, without the power button pressed, the CH‐432B will inflate to 160 mmHg and start
deflating checking for a pulse. If a bigger pulse than threshold pulse is not detected within 130 mmHg, then it
will continue to deflate and measure blood pressure. If a bigger pulse than threshold pulse is detected, then,
without deflating fully, it will inflate to 200 mmHg and start deflating. This will detect blood pressures to about
170 mmHg. If it is above that, it will fail to detect a reading and deflate with Err being displayed.
The next time the user presses the power button the CH‐432B will inflate to 200 mmHg and start deflating
checking for a pulse. If a pulse is detected within 170 mmHg, then, without deflating fully, it will inflate to
240 mmHg and start deflating.

2.2

Comment

Clarification is accepted.

Query

For each device, if it fails without the user keeping the power button pressed, because SBP is above 200 mmHg

Reply

a)

Will it inflate to 280 mmHg automatically on the next measurement or

b)

Will the user have to press the power button to get it to inflate to 280 mmHg?

In case of CH‐452
Answer: similar to b)
At most of measurement, full automatic inflation system works correctly. By full automatic inflation system, cuff
pressure reaches to 250 mmHg. If not enough, CH‐452 inflates again up to 280 mmHg automatically.
In case of CH‐432B
Answer: b)
Cuff pressure finally reaches to 280 mmHg while repeating re‐inflation and sw‐on.
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Comments

Comparison of the Citizen CH‐452 with the Citizen CH‐432B

2.3

Comment

Clarification is accepted.

Query

Will the device always inflate to about 225 mmHg even if the previous BP is much lower?

Reply

In case of CH‐452
Answer: No.
By full automatic inflation system, CH‐452 automatically inflates around systolic value + 40mmHg regardless the
previous BP.
In case of CH‐432B
Answer: No.
This device inflates up to previous systolic value + 40 mmHg.

Comment

3

Clarification is accepted.

Query

There are differences in the inflation algorithms, which affect the inflation mechanics, but item 7 in the declaration form
"Inflation Mechanism" is declared as "No". This should be changed to "Yes" with an explanation along the lines of part 1 of
the recent reply.

Reply

I modify our documents according to your instructions. Please see them.

Comment

Revised application is accepted.

Recommendation

Equivalence is recommended

Date

14/11/2011
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